Luxury and simplicity effortlessly converge in Summa, a versatile executive chair design
for today’s most dynamic leaders. Summa boasts a defined aesthetic and sophisticated palette
that is well-suited to high-end executive spaces within the workplace.

Design Story
Designed specifically with executive
boardrooms and offices in mind, Summa’s
enveloping shape and sculpted materials
converge for a truly harmonious design that
exudes luxury in every detail. Utilizing only
one discreet height adjustment lever, Summa
features a weight-compensating recline
mechanism and integrated arm-rests for
exceptional ergonomic comfort and support.

Features
 uilt-in armrests attached to the back to move with the
B
user, supporting the sitter in every posture
 imple and discreet height-adjustment lever seamlessly
S
integrated into the seat
Sitter’s own weight automatically sets the recline tension
 hair back is available in three rich wood finishes or
C
8 upholstery options with matching box-stitching
Supports users up to 300 lbs in weight and 6’4” in height
 arranty: 10-year on components; 5-year on upholstery
W
and wood

Environmental Story
At Humanscale, our approach to product development and manufacturing embodies our mission to minimize our impacts. We believe
that the best designs in the world achieve more with less, so we act accordingly.
Summa features a cylinder and base made with an environmentally neutral Chrome 3 finish, rather than Chrome 6 a finish often used
in the manufacturing process that is hazardous to users and the environment.
Summa is exclusively available in Humanscale’s chrome-free leather. This alternatively tanned leather uses a clear water technology
method to eliminate chromium, a harmful chemical used in most leather tanning methods.

Upholstery Options Chrome Free Leathers
Carbon ML10

Espresso ML21

Slate ML12

Teak ML22

Stone ML11

Bone ML13

Frost ML13

Summa in Stone
leather with
Anegre wood back

Terra ML23

Specifications
Wood-Back Options
Anegre

Walnut

Description

Ebony

in

mm

18

457.2

15.5 - 20.5

393.7 - 520.7

Seat Width

18.25

463.55

Backrest Height (from seat cushion
to top of backrest)

20.75

527.05

Backrest Width

17.25

438.15

Armrest Height (from compressed
seat cushion to top of armrest)

8

203.2

Armrest Length (from face of
lumbar to front of armrest)

11

279.4

Distance Between Armrests

17.25

438.15

36.25 - 41.25

920.75 - 1,047.75

25.5

647.7

Chair Width

28

711.2

Chair Depth

25.5

647.7

lbs

kgs

Upholstered Chair Weight

43 lbs

19.5 kgs

Wooden Chair Weight

46 lbs

20.9 kgs

Seat Depth (from face of lumbar to
front of seat)
Seat Height (from floor to
compressed front of seat cushion)

Base Options
Black Powder-Coated
Aluminum

Polished
Aluminum

Height
Base Diameter
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